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Challenges for the Digital Enterprise
We often hear the term “Digital Enterprise” in the IT industry.  But what does it mean in practical application?   Many 
businesses aspire to be a “digital enterprise” but are not sure how to begin the process of transforming their 
organizations to get the most out of their systems and processes.  The smart use of technology promises to generate 
cost savings, grow revenue, and deliver enhanced profitability for enterprises, if digital transformation projects are 
well understood and managed well.

The World Economic Forum 2018 insight report “The Digital Enterprise- Moving from Experimentation to 
Transformation” highlights digitization as both a threat and an opportunity for companies.  While there is the 
promise of great positive bottom line impact, digitization can disrupt an enterprise’s existing business in massive 
and unforeseen ways.  Witness the success of Uber and Airbnb, who have totally disrupted the taxi and hospitality 
incumbents on a global scale.

One aspect of digitization that is rarely discussed is the impact of IT downtime on the enterprise.  As enterprises 
transform their business processes with digitization and technology usage, any downtime will cause disruption to the 
business.

Industry analyst estimates that a minute of downtime costs an average enterprise $5,600.  With a digital enterprise, 
the costs necessarily go up.  Furthermore, downtime can impact the enterprise in other, unforeseen ways.  A 
company’s share price, market reputation, and customer and employee satisfaction can all be impacted by downtime.   

“
All IT systems will occasionally experience downtime, this is something that cannot be prevented in most enterprises.  
However, there are technologies that monitor IT systems in a proactive manner, that either prevent downtime 
instances altogether, or allow the enterprise to react quickly to downtime events so as to alleviate their impact.

The smart use of technology promises to generate cost 
savings, grow revenue, and deliver enhanced profitability 
for enterprises, if digital transformation projects are well 
understood and managed well.
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• Fault and performance monitoring

• SNMP traps and syslogs collection, mapping and forwarding

• Alarm root cause correlation

• Alarm integration with Element Management systems (EMS)

• Northbound integration (Multiple methods including syslogs, SNMP traps, REST-APIs, 
customized methods, etc.)

• CMDB and configuration management (including network configuration)

Enterprises rely on telcos and managed services providers (MSPs) for many parts of their business operations.  
This could be just buying connectivity to the internet, to service different sites and branches, all the way to full 
outsourcing of business IT operations.

For telcos and MSPs, managing IT uptime for their clients can become a very important driver of revenue and 
customer satisfaction.   Their SLAs may be tied to IT infrastructure performance and availability, and it also costs the 
telcos and MSPs when they need to send human resources to a client site to fix or mitigate IT downtime problems.

NetGain has been in the IT monitoring and data analytics business for more than 15 years.  In working 
with our telco and MSP partners, we have identified several key features that drive their service 
offerings: 

Telco and MSP Key Requirements

The Role of Telcos and MSPs
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01
Highly scalable and fast, with the 
ability to monitor more than 100K 
devices in a single installation

03 
Tailor-made report templates suited 
to telcos’ and MSPs’ needs

05 
All-in-one console that manages 
multi-vendor, multi-tech devices

02
Highly customizable and scriptable 
features to meet telco’s and MSP’s 
specific requirements

04
Using Apache Cassandra DB 
for big data storage, resulting in 
elastic scalability with built-in high 
availability and fault tolerance

06
Supported directly by NetGain 
engineers and developers

Why NetGain?
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Case Study 01 - Major Asian Telco

• One of the largest telcos in Asia 

• With full nationwide network providing mobile, fixed, broadband and ADSL connectivity serving 
consumers and enterprises.  They have built their network with a multiple vendor environment, and 
were looking to monitor the heterogeneous network with a consolidated view rather than disparate 
management systems

• They deployed NetGain Enterprise Manager instances to monitor and manage: 
 
 
 
 
 

• Today, NetGain is helping them monitor over 600K devices and more than 1M elements

• NetGain EM is used by the NOC, operations and management teams on a daily basis

• NetGain helps automate: alarm correlation, map displays, custom reports, workflows, network 
configuration and backups, SMS integration and more. 

• IP Core, MPLS, IPRAN networks

• Nationwide Wi-Fi hotspots

• Managed services for enterprises
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Case Study 02 - Major Asian Telco

• One of the largest telcos in Asia Pacific

• NetGain EM deployed in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Use of NetGain EM to monitor more than 100K devices, achieving more than 99.9% uptime for their 
services. 

• Managed services for enterprise and government agencies  

• Wi-Fi network for hundreds of public hotspots and managed 
enterprises

• Various enterprise and government agencies IT projects

• Internal IP surveillance networks for their buildings
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Installation was effortless, lightweight and flexible. One 
competitor required us to install SQL servers for each hotspot 
and would have made our monitoring operational and price 
challenging for our own client...

Without a good IT monitoring system put in place, IT data outages 
could cause catastrophic downtime resulting in hefty business 
losses...

“
“

What they find valuable with the NetGain offering:
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Case Study 03 - Asian MSP

• This MSP is one of NetGain’s earliest partners, with a focus on Wi-Fi and managed services into the 
hotel industry

• NetGain EM deployed in: 
 
 
 
 
 

• Combined number of managed devices - more than 5K 

• Company has been a NetGain partner for more than 10 years

• NetGain allows them to monitor their devices and enables them to provide quick turnaround 
and response to their clients.  Their revenue is dependent on meeting tight SLAs - so their 
responsiveness has a direct impact on their bottom line. 
 

• Wi-Fi Network for public Wi-Fi and managed Wi-Fi for enterprises

• Hotel management systems of more than 20 hotels, including 
monitoring of devices such as IP Phones, Smart TVs and other 
devices.
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NetGain’s solution required minimal installation effort, is 
lightweight and flexible to meet our needs. One competitor 
required us to install SQL servers for each hotspot and would have 
made our operations too complex and our price too high for our 
clients to accept.“

What they find valuable with the NetGain offering:
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Case Study 04 - International MSP

• This MSP is an international company with offices all over the globe.  They use NetGain in their 
operations in the Asia Pacific region

• NetGain EM deployed in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Deploying latest version of NetGain

• NetGain EM is utilized by NOC, operations and management teams on a daily basis

• Finds NetGain intuitive and easy to use, flexible and allows them to seamlessly adapt the software 
to their operations.  Consider NetGain good value for money. 

• IT Infrastructure monitoring for servers, storage, network in HQ 
and branches for 3 major financial institutions in Hong Kong

• Database monitoring for a major transportation operator in 
Singapore

• Combined number of managed devices - more than 10K
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The NetGain dashboard is designed to be simple, easy to understand, and flexible enough to suit all types of views. 
The charts, graphs, and boxes are called widgets.  The end user has the ability to customize, size and place the 
widgets in a way to fit their preferences.

The following are some sample screens.

NetGain Dashboard
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NetGain Dashboard
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NetGain sits within the enterprise network or in the private, public or hybrid cloud. 

NetGain makes use of standard protocols to monitor the status of devices within the network.  These protocols 
include SNMP v1/2c/3, JDBC, JMX, IPMI and others.

There are thresholds for the monitors and   these thresholds can be set by the administrator as needed.

Should the monitors exceed thresholds, an alert is sent via various means to the operator.

There are full reporting capabilities, with a highly scalable design to support a large number of devices.

With the growing popularity of IoT devices, NetGain can also monitor such devices including IP surveillance cameras, 
Point-of-Sales, UPS, IoT gateways and others. 

Routers

Databases

Cloud

Computers

Networks

Servers

Wireless Access

How NetGain Works

Manage Your Entire IT Infrastructure From One Single Dashboard
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Key Features of NetGain EM v11

• Highly intuitive, user customizable dashboards

• Forecasting and capacity planning

• Top-N reporting 

• Significant GUI performance improvements 

• Cassandra/Built-in DB options

• Latest Apache Tomcat version bundling

• Network Configuration Management 

• IP Address Management

• Inventory Management 

• Knowledge-based Management

• HTML5-based network topology maps

• Hyper-v Monitoring

• Fault and Performance Monitoring

• Network configuration backup/restore

• Integration with northbound systems (e.g. 
Central Fault Management platform)

• Tailor-made reports

• Topology map displays

• Dashboard displays

• Various automation tasks such as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• EM v11 runs on a NetGain appliance, server or 
virtual machine

• High availability mode is supported

• Auto configuration /discovery via excel 
import

• Auto generation of customer maps 

• Auto correlation of alarms
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MSPs need more visibility:

• Distributed location and scalability

• Multi-tenancy requirements

• Upsell “Monitoring-as-a-Service”

• Decrease operational costs through increased visibility

• Manager-of-manager view

• Data consolidation and a single view 
 
NetGain developed our CVS solution in conjunction with some of our largest MSP partners in the region.

CVS allows MSP visibility beyond the CPE into the devices in the branch network.  This allows the MSP to respond 
faster and more accurately to the problems in the branch.  It allows them to save operational costs of sending a 
physical person on site, and also allows them to sell additional monitoring services to their clients. 

Introducing Cloud Vista Suite (CVS)
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About NetGain
Founded in 2002, NetGain Systems is a pioneer in the IT monitoring 
business and has established local teams throughout the Asia Pacific 
Region, including Australia, China and Singapore. 

Regardless of location, type, size, or complexity, our solutions give 
customers the power to monitor their IT services, infrastructure, applications 
and devices with ease, all from a single management dashboard, so you can 
maximize uptime and achieve IT excellence.

 

By understanding that every organization’s IT environment is different, 
NetGain’s dynamic solutions are designed to be uniquely adaptable, fitting 
the unique demands of your operating environment and evolving with your 
growing organization.

Contact Us:

info@netgain-systems.com

Maximize uptime. Develop insights. Provide answers.
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